Distributional and translational solutions to the visualization of semantic differences between translated and non-translated Dutch
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Abstract—This paper aims to visualize the semantic field of inchoativity in Dutch, for both translated and non-translated language. Two methodological solutions, a context-based and a translation-based approach, will be assessed and consequently compared to each other. Such a comparison can possibly generate interesting insights into the accuracy of the results of both the context-based and the translation-based method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In Corpus-based Translation Studies, it is often assumed that translated texts incorporate typical linguistic features which distinguish them from non-translated, original texts [1]. The question whether these typical features of translated texts also exist on the semantic level has, however, rarely been raised. With this paper, we want to contribute to the under-researched field of semantics in translation by focusing on the visualization of a specific semantic field, viz. inchoativity, in both non-translated (original, source) language and translated language. More specifically, the aim of this paper is to assess two methodological solutions – a context-based approach versus a translation-based approach – for the visualization of semantic fields of non-translated and translated language.

II. BACKGROUND

In order to compare semantic fields across varieties – in our case, non-translated and translated language – we first have to be able to objectively generate semantic fields for each of the varieties. In lexical semantics and lexical variation studies (e.g. [2]), the idea that the meaning of a word can be deduced from the company it keeps [3, 4] has led to the advent of (semi-)automatic retrieval methods of semantically similar words such as latent semantic analysis [5], first and second order bag-of-words models [6] and the behavioral profiles method [7, 8]. These models are generally characterized as distributional, which means that they capture word meaning in relation to their context in large corpora. In word sense disambiguation, unsupervised corpus-based methods to disambiguate the different senses of a word are either based on the distributionalist hypothesis, or, alternatively, on the idea of translational equivalence [9] – the latter hypothesis is then based on the idea that a word can be known by the translational company it keeps. While distributional approaches are widely applied in (theoretical) Lexical Semantics, methods that rely on translational equivalence as a meaning-structuring device have not yet had much uptake in this area of semantics. Admittedly, the distributional hypothesis has opened the way to a myriad of methodological possibilities and fine-grained analytical tools (which do not seem to have reached their limitations yet) so the ‘need’ to rely on an alternative hypothesis can seem somewhat obsolete. However, if one is interested in investigating the semantics of translated language (in comparison to non-translated language), the translational hypothesis might be an appropriate starting point. In addition, using an alternative method that aims at arriving at the same goal as a distributionalist analysis can generate interesting insights into the accuracy of the results of both the translational and the distributional method.

III. METHOD

A. Translational method: SMM++

In this paper, we thus compare a translational and a distributional method for semantic field visualization. A translational method has recently been proposed [10], drawing on the idea first uttered by Dyvik [11] that semantic relations can be deduced from overlapping sets of translations. A translation-based retrieval task, called Semantic Mirroring Method++ was developed on the basis on Dyvik’s idea of semantic mirroring and was carried out as follows: by looking up the English (or French) translations of an initial lexeme (‘beginnen’ [to begin] – a central expression of inchoativity in Dutch) back and forth in a parallel corpus, 17 Dutch lexemes were selected on the basis of their semantic relatedness to the initial lexeme ‘beginnen’ (‘aanvang’ [commencement], ‘begin’ [beginning], ‘beginnen’ [to begin], ‘eerst’ [firstly], ‘gaan’ [to go], ‘komen’ [to come], ‘krijgen’ [to get], ‘ontstaan’ [to come into being], ‘openen’ [to open], ‘oprichten’ [to establish], ‘opstarten’[to start up], ‘opzetten’ [set up], ‘start’[start], ‘starten’[to start], ‘van start gaan’ [to take off],...
‘vanaf’ [as from], ‘worden’[to become]). Note that the application of this technique allows the researcher to select semantically related lexemes pertaining to different word classes. Three sets of data were subsequently extracted from the Dutch Parallel Corpus (see below): one set for non-translated language and two sets for translated language (one translated from English, a second translated from French), with each of the sets for translated language consisting of ± 1000 attestations (n=829 for Dutch translated from English, n = 1179 for Dutch translated from French) and > 2000 attestations for non-translated language (n = 2607 for original/non-translated Dutch). Every attestation in the data sets thus consisted of a sentence in Dutch containing one of the 17 Dutch lexemes (either as source or as target language lexeme) and a parallel sentence in English or French (either as the target or as the source sentence of the Dutch sentence). For each pair of parallel sentences, we annotated, in a separate file, the lemmatized Dutch lexeme together with its parallel lemmatized translation/source language lexeme. This two-column file was consequently transposed into a data matrix where the Dutch lexemes are represented in the rows and the translations/source language lexemes in the columns. The Dutch lexemes were subsequently visualized on the basis of their translational counterparts via the statistical technique of hierarchical cluster analysis [12, 13] which was carried out on the output of a correspondence analysis [14, 15]. The number of clusters was determined on the basis of pvclust [16], a technique that assesses the ‘quality’ of every node (i.e. each point where two branches join) in the cluster tree by calculating p-values (values between 0 and 1). We chose to apply an additional function of pvclust, i.e. pvrect, which cuts the tree at every highest node with a significant p-value. The visualized results (Figures 1, 3, 5) showed structural resemblances and small but noteworthy differences between the semantic fields of original texts and translations, as translations seem to ‘flatten’ meaning differences by which we mean that the central cluster containing ‘beginnen’ contains more lexemes in translated language (Figures 3 and 5) compared to non-translated language (Figure 1). We consider the cluster with ‘beginnen’ as the most central cluster, which might be interpreted as the prototypical center (this is confirmed by an additional analysis which calculates the average distances of each of the clusters to the zero-point of the semantic space). If more lexemes pertain to the prototypical center, this means that more lexemes are used to express the most prototypical sense of inchoativity. Had there been less lexemes in the prototypical center, this would have meant that only a few lexemes could be used to express the most prototypical sense of inchoativity with the other lexemes pertaining to other clusters expressing some kind of difference in meaning compared to the prototypical meaning. With more lexemes in the prototypical center, it is implied that all lexemes which pertain to the prototypical center are used in the more prototypical sense (lexemes within the prototypical center are more similar to each other than they are to lexemes in other clusters) and consequently ‘lose’ some of the meaning distinctions that were present in non-translated language.

Although the use of translational data indeed seems to be a most useful tool to model semantic differences between language varieties in general and translated and original/source language in particular, the method does need further testing and comparison before additional statements can be made on the basis of this ‘translational semantic approach’.

B. Distributional method

As a next step, we carry out a distributional analysis for the field of inchoativity and compare its outcome to the results of the translational approach to that same field. With this first comparative step, we hope to arrive at a better understanding of (i) the way in which the translation-based meaning structuration differs from the context-based one, and (ii) the extent to which the methods can be compared to each other. In order to allow for such a comparison, the data retrieval task for the distributional analysis is carried out in exactly the same way as was done for the translational approach, i.e. with the same initial lexeme ‘beginnen’ [to begin] and via the same retrieval method (Semantic Mirroring Method++) and applied to the same corpus, i.e., the Dutch Parallel Corpus – a ten million word, sentence aligned, both parallel and comparable corpus of Dutch, French and English [17]. This led to the creation of 3 sets of data, which are in itself identical to the data sets used for the translational approach. Whereas the translational method made use of the resulting cross-lingual, translational information present in these retrieved sets to create the data matrix, the distributional method uses monolingual, contextual information of the Dutch sentences (i.e. the immediate context words of the target lexeme). For the set of data representing non-translated language, the contextual information of the non-translated Dutch lexemes is used to create the data matrix; as for the set of data representing translated language, the target language contextual information of the data sets where Dutch is the target language of either French or English source language sentences is used for the creation of the data matrices. By means of LeTs Preprocess [19], we automatically lemmatized all Dutch context sentences containing the 17 lexemes expressing inchoativity, and created frequency matrices of those 17 lexemes with their immediate context words. We retained only those context words that appeared more than once in the corpus in order to filter out idiosyncratic expressions. The distributional analysis was carried out on different context windows: 3 words to the left and to the right, 5 words to the left and the right and the sentence as a whole, following the bags-of-words model [6]. We did not exclude the top frequency terms - mostly function words for the time being; we do plan to carry out a distributional analysis that excludes those top frequency function words so as to compare the impact of the different parameters on the structure of the semantic field. The obtained matrices were then statistically analyzed in exactly the same way as was done for the translational approach to the same field of inchoativity: after a preliminary correspondence analysis allowing for dimension reduction and removal of noisy data [18], the resulting lexeme-coordinates were implemented into a hierarchical
cluster analysis. It is important to note that thanks to the preliminary correspondence analysis, our clusters are not based on raw data since the correspondence analysis maps the data points on a reduced set of underlying dimensions and uses those dimensions as the basis for the subsequent hierarchical cluster analysis. Parallel to the translational visualization task, we chose to employ Euclidean distance and Ward’s clustering algorithm. To ensure cluster stability, we let a bootstrap run over the data. Bootstrapping computes estimated standard errors by resampling the data set a specified number of times (3000 times in our case). It then calculates the specific statistics from each sample in order to arrive at the standard deviation of the sample.

IV. RESULTS

The results of the distributional analysis (Figures 2, 4, 6) show that the general observations made on the basis of the translational method also hold on the basis of a distributional analysis: the semantic structure of translated (Figures 4 and 6) and non-translated language (Figure 2) for inchoativity show clear structural resemblances: for each visualization and regardless of the chosen method, the cluster containing ‘beginnen’ is the most central one in the analysis and represents the prototypical center – this is confirmed by an additional analysis which calculates the average distances of each of the clusters to the zero-point of the semantic space. Furthermore, and still regardless of the method, this central cluster also becomes larger in translated language (except for the distributional approach to Dutch translated from French), allowing thus for less meaning differentiation in the overall structure of translated language compared to non-translated language (although it needs to be noted that the distributional analysis of translated Dutch from French is remarkably similar to the distributional analysis of non-translated Dutch). When observing the members of each cluster in more detail, we can say that the differentiation between lexemes emphasizing the dynamic nature of the action (cluster around ‘starten’ [to start]) versus the lexemes emphasizing the state-after-onset of the action (cluster around ‘beginnen’ [to begin]) – a difference pointed out for English by Divjak & Gries [8] and which assumingly also exists for Dutch – is more clearly foregrounded by the distributional analysis. Although this distinction is also laid bare by the translational analysis for Dutch translated from English (Figure 5), the translational analyses seem to be better at detecting other types of distinctions in the semantic structure: the translational analysis often seems to point towards clusters of near-synonymous lexemes (e.g., Figure 1 contains clusters such as “‘oprichten’ [to found] and ‘opzetten’ [to set up]”, “‘ontstaan’ [to come into being] and ‘openen’ [to open]”, “‘aanvang’ [commencement], ‘begin’ [beginning], ‘start’ [start]”) whereas the distributional analysis lays bare in a more clear way a ‘deeper’ distinction such as the one between ‘action’ and ‘state after onset’ related lexemes (compare the cited clusters of Figure 1 to Figure 2, where none of the near-synonymous clusters are present as such but a cluster of all dynamic, action-like lexemes is formed instead (start [start], starten [to start], oprichten [to set up], openen [to open], opstarten [to start up], opzetten [to set up])).

V. CONCLUSION

Our conclusions can be formulated on two levels. First, the distributional analysis presented in this paper confirms the hypothesis that semantic fields representing translated language seem to present less meaning differentiation than the fields representing non-translated language (especially when translated from English), underpinning the previously uttered idea that meaning is somehow flattened in translation. Second, a first comparison of the translational with the distributional approach seems to indicate that the way in which each of the approaches captures and structures meaning is – unsurprisingly – different (which inevitably leads to the question to what point a comparison of the two methods can be maintained) – and leads to structurations of the field of inchoativity along different though meaningful lines: the translational approach leads to a clustering that favors near-synonymous groupings, whereas the distributional method seems to favor a clustering based on a ‘deeper’ linguistic distinction. Whether the researcher can benefit more from the one or the other analysis will depend on the type of research question he wishes to answer. Obviously, more research will still be needed to determine the stability of the observed differences between the methods.
Fig. 1. Translational approach to the field of inchoativity: non-translated Dutch

Fig. 2. Distributional approach to the field of inchoativity: non-translated Dutch

Fig. 3. Translational approach to the field of inchoativity: translated Dutch (French source language)

Fig. 4. Distributional approach to the field of inchoativity: translated Dutch (French source language)
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